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Ms. Supriya, SAT Co-ordinator represented Sat Paul Mittal School at India 

Global Higher Education Alliance Conference 

 

Ms. Supriya, SAT Co-ordinator of Sat Paul Mittal School, attended India Global Higher 
Education Alliance Conference held by College Board, USA at The Lalit, Delhi on 14th October, 
2019. The India Global Higher Education Alliance is a platform for achieving three primary 
goals. The first is to build a community of innovative secondary and higher education leaders 
who will work to improve the transition for the students to higher education in India. The 
second goal is to establish a forum for sharing of global best practices so that we can learn 
and understand the nuances of admission protocols around the world. The third goal is to 
take concrete actions to help ensure that all students, regardless of income, geography or 
class, can access excellent higher education.  
The SAT coordinators across the country attended the conference. A discussion was held on 

New Education Policy, Steering Future Directions of Global Education and Exploring Areas of 

Educational Reforms in India to make world class education easily available. Jeremy Singer 

(President, The College Board, USA), Linda Liu (Vice- President ‘International’, The College 

Board, USA), David H. Kennedy (Counselor for Public Affairs, US Embassy), Jessica Marinaccio 

(Member, Columbia University, USA), Shamika Ravi (Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory 

Council Member, India), Professor Gray Kochhar-Lindgren (HKU, Hong Kong), Laura Severin 

(Yale-NUS College, Singapore), Ryan Pinto (CEO, Ryan Group of Institutions, India) and Senior 

Vice Chancellors from the  Indian leading Universities were the speakers. The members spoke 

about new- age possibilities and methods to improve the quality of education in India, ensure 

equitable access to it, and expanding the scope of conversation to help elevate the role of 

admissions in advancing the mission and agenda shared by the College Board and the Alliance 

members. 

There was also a University Fair by all the reputed universities of India and abroad. It was a 

wonderful interaction session and great learning experience.  
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